10:00am-6:00pm  Registration
10:00-12:00pm  WIM Board Meeting
1:00-1:15    Opening Event - Conference Welcome/Land Acknowledgment
1:15-2:15    Linking Lives: Promoting Health Equity for Lesbian and Bisexual Women and Those Gender Diverse
             Karen Fredriksen-Goldsen, PhD
2:15-2:30   Break
2:30-3:15  Concurrent Workshops - Session I
         ❖ Medical Legal Aspects of the Expert Witness, Session 1/3
             Jane Petro, MD; Patricia Robertson, MD; Laurel Waters, MD
         ❖ Queer Periods
             Lauren Abern, MD: Frances Grimstad, MD
         ❖ Social Media
             Monya De, MD, MPH
         ❖ Wild West Medicine
             Laurel Mueller, DO, MBA
3:15-4:00  Concurrent Workshops - Session II
         ❖ Medical Legal Aspects of the Expert Witness, Session 2/3
             Jane Petro, MD; Patricia Robertson, MD; Laurel Waters, MD
         ❖ You Want to do What? Trauma Informed Pelvic Exam
             Francis Grimstad, MD
         ❖ Physician Directed Healthcare Model - The Best for Primary Care
             Joan Wurmbrand, MD
         ❖ Fad Diets, What Should we be Recommending our Patients Eat to Stay Healthy?
             Sheri Task, MD
4:15-5:00  Longitudinal Workshops
5:15-6:15  Keynote Address: Systematic Review of Clinical Intervention Research for Sexual Minority Women
           Deborah Bowen, PhD, Jennifer Jabson, PhD,
           Charles Kamen, PhD and Madina Agenor, ScD, MPH
7:00-10:00 Dinner/Opening Ceremony/Scholarship Awards/Introductions
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6:30-8:30am</td>
<td><strong>Breakfast</strong> <em>(included for hotel guests)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30-8:30</td>
<td><strong>WIM Board Meeting</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 8:30-9:30  | LeClair Bissel Lecture: Opioid Update 2020  
*Elizabeth Lottes, MD* |
| 9:30-10:30 | Vaping-related Lung Injury  
*Erica Kuhlmann, MD*          |
| 10:30-10:45| Break                                                                 |
| 10:45-11:30| **Concurrent Workshops - Session I**                                  |
| 11:30-12:30| **Longitudinal Workshops**                                            |
| 12:30-1:30 | Lunch *(provided)*                                                    |
| 12:30-1:30 | Lunch mentor-mentee                                                   |
| 1:30-2:30  | HPV Cancer Risk, Treatment, and Prevention  
*Sue Yom, MD*             |
| 2:30-3:15  | Current Status, Potential Applications, and Ethical Considerations  
In Genital and Reproductive Organ Transplantation  
*Shannon Smith, MD, MPH*  |
| 3:30-4:30  | **Concurrent Workshops - Session II**                                  |
|            | Identifying and Treating Patients with Binge Eating Disorder and Loss of Control Eating: A Medical Perspective  
*Bethany Block, MD*      |
|            | Osteopathic Techniques for Primary Care  
*Juliet Bliss, DO*       |
|            | Do YouV-VDO? Demystifying HPV and Supporting Safe Practices in Vaginal-Vaginal, Digital, and Oral (V-VDO) Sex  
*Lauren Abern, MD; Frances Grimstad, MD* |
4:30-5:30  **Student/Resident Research Presentations**
- Faculty Outness Promotes a Sexual and Gender Minority Diversity Pipeline: Results from a National Program Director Survey in Otolaryngology  
  *Laura Gould Goetz, MS*
- Curricular Content About LGBTQ+ Populations  
  *Cynthia Zheng, BA*
- Public Health Interventions to Increase Efficiency of TB Interventions in Rural Madagascar  
  *Christine Pando*
- Ophthalmology Case Report: Therapeutic Waxing  
  *Sarah XU, MD*

5:30  **Dinner on Own**

---

**SATURDAY, MAY 2**

6:30-8:30am  **Breakfast** *(included for hotel guests)*

7:30-8:30  **Planning Meeting: WIM 2021**

8:30-9:15  Goddesses, Whores, and Women Physicians  
  *Niran Al-Agba, MD*

9:15-10:00  Introducing LGBTQ Health-related Content to Medical School Curricula  
  *Corinne Heinen, MD*

10:00-11:00  **WIMx**  
  *Hannah Janeway and panel*

11:00-12:00pm  Mentorship and Career Exploration Workshop for Gender and Sexual Minority Women *(NO CREDIT)*  
  *Patricia Robertson, MD*

12:00-1:00  **Lunch**

1:00-2:00  UW Healthcare Equity Department  
  *Patricia Dawson, MD, PhD, FACS; Paula Houston, EdD*

2:00-3:00  Health Policy, Advocacy Panel  
  *Niran Al-Agba, MD; Hannah Janeway, MD; Heather Purser; Senator Emily Randall*

3:00-3:30  **Break**

3:30-4:15  **Student/Resident Research Presentations**
- Supporting LGBTQ Medical Trainees: Reflections on Research And Advocacy with the Medical Student Pride Alliance  
  *Laura Gould Goetz, MS; Marija Kamceva, BS*
- Insight Into Language Patterns Associated with Implicit Bias Across Multiple Fields
  *Mollie Marr, BFA*
- Doctor for a Day: A Health Professions Based Outreach Model For Disadvantaged and Underrepresented Youth
  *Courtney Vishy*
- Low-Barrier Abortion Services for Pregnant People Who Use Drugs
  *MK Orsulak, MD, MPH; Christina Bourne*
- Development and Implementation of Resident-Led Health Equity Curriculum
  *Melanie Molina, MD; Lucinda Lai, MD*

4:30-5:30  Longitudinal Workshops

6:00-10:00  GAY-LA!!! Dinner, LHF/WIM Auction, Entertainment

---

**SUNDAY, MAY 3**

6:30-8:30am  **Breakfast (included for hotel guests)**

7:00am  **Mobile Mentorship, Depart for the Seattle Brain Cancer Walk (Optional)**

8:00-9:00  #SoMe Basics
  *Agnieska Solberg, MD*

9:00-10:00  TBD
  *Carey Candrian, PhD*

10:00am  Conference Adjourns

**Longitudinal For Credit Topics:**

- **Training Tips: Stages of Medical Training** - Jasmine Bauknight, MD
- **Beyond the Basics: Implementing Gender-Affirming Care** - Alex Filipelli, MSW; Cassy Friedrich, MD
- **Intergenerational Connectivity: Transitions** - Shay Bintliff, MD, MB Velasquez, MD
- **Marginalized in Medicine: Implicit Bias, Micro & Macro Aggressions** - Dawn Marie Wadle, MD

**Longitudinal Non-Credit Topics:**

- **Personal Finances 101** - Cheryl Mejia, DO
- **Open Discussion** - Group Discussion